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Note: Attempt All Questions

Qr: Answer briefly five of the follorving: β5Jl々rルリ
l. There is a great difference in the nature of combustion phenomena between S.l.E and C.l.E
2. What are the main requirements of an injection nozzle
3. Additional systems are required to be added to the simple carburetor
4. Using resistor in the conventional ignition system.

5. Heavy and viscous fuels can be injected in air injection system

6. Battery is not required in Magneto ignition system

Qz: -A- Four stroke 4- cylinder S.I engine has a compression ratio of 8 abs bore of 100 mm with stroke to

the bore. The volumetric efficiency of each cylinder is equal to 7 5o/o. The engine operates with a speed of
4800 rpm with an air fuel ratio of 15. Given that the calorific value of the fuel is 42MJlkg, atmospheric

density l.l2kglm3, mean effective pressure is l0 bar and the mechanical efficiency is 80%. Determine

the indicated thermal efficiency and the brake power. β5yrrrルリ

B- Dual combustion cycle operates with a volumetric compression ratio of 12 and cut-off ratio of I .651 .

The maximum cylinder pressure is given by P,,u* :54.Pr, where P1 pressure before compression,

assuming specific heat ratio is 1.35.

Show that the mean effective pressure of the cycle is 10. Pr μ52ИαrA・リ

Q:: The dry orsat analysis of the exhaust gases from a diesel engine using Cs.sHrz e is given below:

COz: 7 .5oh, Oz 9.4oh, CO :Io/o, the remaining is Nitrogen. Find :

l. Mass analysis of the fuel
2. Weight of air supplied
3. Proportion of carbon converted to CO
4. Air fuel ratio during the test

5. The excess or deficiency ofair used

ρ5」Zαrルリ

Qr: -A- An engine having a single jet carburetor consumes 6 kglhr of fuel. The density of fuel is 750

kg/m3. The level in the float chamber is 3 mm below the top of the jet. Ambient conditions are I .013 bar

and2l oC. The jet diameter is 1.2 mm and its discharge coefficient is 0.65. The discharge coefficient of
air is 0.80. The air /fuel ratio is 15.3:1. Determine the critical air velocity, the depression at the throat in
llun ofH2C)and the throat diallneter.Neglect the compressibility ofair.

B‐ Choose the correct answer

l. C71‐ 116 When reacts with 10%excess air, it has an actual air/hel cqualto

a. 15。761    b.17.671  c.16.761
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2. The difference between lower and higher heating values is......
a. The heat vaporization f water b. heat vaporization of fuel c. mixing of fuel and water

C- Describe shortly with sketch the operation of acceleration pump system (Z5Mα滅リ
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